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How did agile research 
help us get here?



But first, what is agile 
research?



Agile research is NOT...
● Merely running two studies on the same 

topic
● Quick and dirty research
● A solution for all of your research 

problems



Agile research...
● Follows agile principles
● Generates feedback early and often
● Tests are focused on a key objective
● Is directly linked to decision making
● Can address multiple use cases and play 

nicely with other methodologies and data 
streams





Public health data
Polling data
Social listening
Search trends

Qualitative research
Quantitative research

Qualitative communication 
checks
Copy tests
A/B tests
UX testing

Programmatic experiments
Media planning tools

Syndicated data

Digital, website & social data
Ad flight data

Tracking survey data



Strategize
User discovery

- What are the barriers to staying home, social distancing 
and mask wearing?

- How are people managing their chronic conditions during 
the pandemic?

Messaging
- What are the most motivating reasons for someone to stay 

home or wear a mask?
- Which statement is most relevant?

EXPLORATORY AUDIENCE





Build
Website UX

- What are the initial reactions to this 
website?

Creative Concepts & Executions
- Is this creative concept 

well-received?
- Is this ad clear, relevant, and 

motivating?

CONTENT MEDIA STRATEGY



Optimize

Creative and Site Refinement
- How can we adapt this existing 

creative?
- How can we improve this website 

to be relevant during coronavirus?

EVALUATION & 
OPTIMIZATION



Embracing Agile Research

1. Understand where agile fits
2. Foster curiosity
3. Find a few concrete use cases
4. Engage non-researchers
5. Stay focused
6. Prove value through decision making
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